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contemporary practice. Gillick's
response was to apologise for having

instead with more peaceable protest
movements such as environmentalism or anti-globalisation. One panellist felt that the art of challenging and
confronting had been replaced by
the more absorbing distraction of
celebrating the self. This can sometimes become entangled with a political position where artists represent
themselves as socially alienated or
underprivileged rather than politically
engaged. Such artists are looking
not for converts but for an empathic
response to their sense of otherness.

College of Fashion. They had been
involved in a complicated discourse
about the theoretical underpinning of

It was a clever reply, suitably cool and
ironic and of course, arrogant. As he
went on, it became clear that he was not
prepared to be burdened with the
demands of academic rigour which the
others had saddled themselves with. He
prelerred instead to spin this way and
that, knocking arguments over at will and
having a pretty good time. Sequential
analysis can be as dry as dust.
Rationalism is never as much fun as
sensationalism. lt was not surprising
therefore that Gillick chose not to argue
any of the issues. He hit out instead at

his fellow guests, questioning their
integrity and accusing at least one of
them of being completely ignorant.

Page 8
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ideology. What we have instead is a

allowed his mind to wander. He was, he
said, trying to work out how the chairs in
the front row were anchored to the floor.

Dave Phillips
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Frayling, Rector of the Royal College of
Art and Martin Raymond of the London

The analysis that had prompted Gillick's
first and subsequent attempts to demolish all argument, deserved more attention than he was prepared to give it, ln

setting out the agenda the presenter,
Richard Colns, had asked whether art
was able to serve the serious and at
times prophetic purposes that it had
once been able to encompass or
whether a sixty watt light bulb going on
and off in Tate Britain must signal the
end of any such grandiose aspirations.

Reviews
'Sculpture,n Stee, and Grass'

The panel tossed the idea

Steve Phillips
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of them felt that there was a sense
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Dave Phillips
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During a debate at Tate Modern on

whether contemporary

art

was
becoming trivialised, the artist Liam
Gillick was asked if he would care to
respond to the views of two of the

other panellists, Sir

around,

adversely comparing the relative indifference to politics of the present generation
with the absolute commitmenl'even unto
death'of the Russian avant-garde. One

Christopher

in

which the younger generation of artists
were nevertheless in touch with the zeitgeist. He thought that the worst sort of
art is the kind of stutf that smacks you in
the face with its message. He felt that
these artists were well able to maintain a
dialogue with the concerns of their own
generation. Some of these concerns are
of course ditficult to identify. One of the
speakers complained about an attitude
of indifference that seemed to be all-pervasive. This of course is not surprising.
Francis Fukuyama's signalling of the end

of history is easier to comprehend if it is
seen, as it was intended to, as the end of

return to fundamentalism and its
insidious partner terrorism. Artists
are unlikely to be sympathetic to
either. They will tend to identily

Here of course they do have something in common with the art of the
past, We don't have to go any further
back than the Abstract
Expressionists to find a movement
and a working methodology that
attempted to give visual form to a
sense of alienation. But ol course we
can go further back if we want to. lt's
no accident that Jake and Dinos
Chapman chose Goya's Disasters of
War as the source of their recent
pastiche. Goya's outrageous scene
provided them with the perfect setting for their bleeding mannequins
hanging from a plastic tree. As a
gesture it was aimed below the belt.
The Abstract Expressionists would
never have gone as far as this since
their gesturing was compromised by
a belief in the special status of the
unconscious. Such an idea might
seem quaint now or even primitive
but at the time it provided a unifying
principle that allowed the movement
to sustain itself more or less intact
over a period of twenty years. Not
bad going really.
It was ditficult to tell from his contribution to this debate what Gillick
might have advocated as a sustaining principle for his generation. He
concentrated instead on defending a
rejectionist position that seemed to
be based on claims to unique and

almost privileged information. One
member of the panel tried to accuse
him of advocating a new connoseur-

ship, but he was wasting his time.
Gillick didn't even bother to sweep
the accusation aside, but launched

instead into a sympathetic analysis of
contemporary attitudes that do not
simply represent 'dispersion and neg ativity'but a rejection of an older idea
of art as heroic. lt was interesting that

he should make reference to this
because the rest of the panel had
ignored it, preferring instead to
equate seriousness with political content. This excludes the type of art that
might be ordinary enough in its content but profoundly serious in its implications. Many examples could be
cited, none better than Rembrandt's
late self-portraits of which there are
some fine examples in the National
Gallery and Kenwood House. A genre
that would only be undertaken now as
a pre-foundation exercise became the
vehicle in his hands for a definitive
statement about the more profound

aspects of the human condition. lt
was difficult to identify the hard evidence for Gillick's rejection of such
values from the tissue of his postmodern discourse. His central argument seemed to be that his fellow
panellists were simply showing their
ignorance by not taking into account a
sufficient number of artists. lt was left
to a questioner from the floor to point
out later that we are at the mercy of
curators as far as that is concerned.
It's dangerous to assume that you are
the possessor of superior knowledge
as there is always someone around
who either knows or perceives more
than you do about the subject under
discussion. There is also of course
the matter of individual preference.
Art cannot be evaluated according to
anything other than personal criteria.

These needn't be idiosyncratic. They
can and often will be governed by a
set of influences that could be shared

by others. They might be scientific,

Gillick

like Seurat's interest in early theories of
perception or come from a diverse number of sources of more uncertain pedigree a love of colour (Matisse), a
hatred of colour or anything 'retinal'

-

(Duchamp),

a love of

geometry

their own way. ln such a situation,
ineptitude has to be seen as a sign of
attitude rather than ignorance in order
for it to be excusable. There might be
an eager audience for this kind of

work but it's hard to see where

it

(Mondrian), a hatred of geometry and a
love of the people (Fernand Leger). And

would be coming from.

that's just the artists. When it comes to
collectors and'art-lovers', the picture is
even more confused. Motivations that
are not strictly necessary for the simple
appreciation of art will often cloud the
issue. Gillick however is an artist. lt is
possible therefore that his own work will
colour his judgement. Unusually for an
artist, he has written a book, Literally no
place. lt examines art in the urban environment. We're not talking murals here
(too retinal), but something more eclectic that like his artwork insinuates itself
into the built environment. Gillick would

There was no work by Gillick in the
show even though he was featured in
the book. ln inimitable style Collings

see his interests as being of central
importance, all artists do. We on the
other hand might see them as marginal
since they stand to one side of the
mainstream.
It's risky to talk any more about the exis-

tence of a mainstream, Mainstream
activity requires a concentration of
energy and resources moving with
some accord towards a specific goal.
Nobody could imagine that we have
such a situation now. Gillick's take on
this is that there are many mainstreams.
It's a contradiction in terms but he's
probably right. Matthew Collings has

attempted in his gossipy book, 'Ati
Crazy Nation', to identify where this
diversity of interest might be found but
in the rambling way that is his hallmark.
His book offers us a trip around some of

the more interesting East End studios,
which means of course the ones that he
finds interesting. What seems to bind
them together is a shared ambition for
success at all costs. This ambition is
achieved in most cases with a sneering
disregard for any process, genre or
technique whose practice might first
require the acquisition of hard-earned
skills. Unusually for an artist's book it
gave rise to a touring exhibition that
offered us a chance to see the originals
in the flesh. Whereas the book was
entertaining, the exhibition that shared
its title was not. Most of the work on
show was juvenile in content, style and
execution. lt looked like the work of students who, too early in their careers,
had decided to sod the tutors and go

describes him as 'a master of a certain

type of modern conversational style
that he seems to have invented himself,
of sublime mystitying pretentious postmodern stylistic arty meaningless,

mixed with

a hint of old{ashioned

Labour voting.' lt says it all really - and
Gillick said it all too on this occasion.

There was a point where Christopher
Frayling interrupted his discourse to
ask in pleading tones whether he would
be prepared to consider Frayling's idea
of politics within the art-world, eg sexual politics, as a truly political position.
Gillick's reply was a baffling display of
ego over reason. He started reasonably
enough by saying that the current multiplicity of approaches had lead to a dispersion that would be bound to disappoint anyone who was looking for key,
clear-cut heroic moments. He then

went on to say that this expansion in
possibilities had lead to... 'a concurrent
drop in the feeling of the psychological
effect of giving over the responsibility
for the voice and vision to someone
else. You get a very peculiar set of
exchanges going on in society which
when you don't really think about what

that means, it ends up with a kind of
disappointment but when you stick with
the programme, something interesting

starts to happen.' There's no place in
such a garbled analysis for the accumulated wisdom of the past, whether
you label it as heroic or iconic or what.
He's probably speaking for his genera-

tion when he talks like this, but it's a
dodgy position to take. Apart from the
rather stuffy point that art that ignores
the past will not stand comparison with
the past, there is also the danger of pro-

ducing work that simply repeats what

was done equally well twenty, forty,
sixty or even a hundred years ago.
Show me a gesture that goes beyond
Duchamp's original in it's two fingered
directness, and then I'llshow respect.
Pete Mcoafthy
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them in any way different in outlook io a
scientist or an engineer. Each essay is
self-contained and set in a rigid art-his-

Edward Lucie-Smiith
Thames and Hudson 1999
Hardback Pice 124.95

ts8N0- 500-23739-5

This is a well produced book of a
popular nature with the typeface

torical context rnoving through from
'Towards the Modern' to the Fauves,
Cubism, etc. and other groups in an
inexorable and relentless way ending
with 'Ihe Artlsf Nof the Artwork'. This

generated in this country but printed

book is essentially a disguised introduc-

SinEapore by CS.
Graphics. lt has photo-set computer

tion to twentieth century art history set
in an ofihodox and prescribed manner,
with some reference to the lives of the
adists. From that it could be said to

and bound

in

generated type face on smooth mattart white paper that can give glare
lrom the shine of the page but which
is advantageous to the effect of the
illustrations. The picture researcher
has provided some unfamiliar and

striking photographs of the afiists
themselves
and examples of their work. ln many
instances there was only minimal
information contained in the captions
and one wanted more.
The problem with this book though is
not the production but the structure
and style, The title states that it
deals with the great artists of this
century and goes on to suppose that

a hundred is the order of the day.
This leads to about two thousand
words for each artist with all the limitations that such restriction imposes. Each entry is the equivalent to

the length of a standard academic
undergraduate essay. ln addition the
author includes in each essay a
chronology of the artist's career with

a iitany ol

exhibitions held and

where, at the expense of information
about the lormative and significant
experiences of childhood, parents,
brothers, sisters, friends, teachers,
wives, mistresses, lovers that helped
shape their characters. ln fact there
is confusion as to what constitutes'a
life' with all its complexity as distinct
from an account of work or a career.

lndeed the prose is pedestrian and
resembles that, which by necessity,
makes up the contents of a dictionary. There is little sparkle or flair or

have appeal and value to sixth form and
first year undergraduate art and humanities' students who wish to understand
the developments of modern art.

ln addition it fails to address the personal and idiosyncratic features of the
individual artist. lt rnight be too much to
want to know what he or she had lor
breakfast but one does want to know
various characteristics, tall or short, fat
or thin, miserable or happy, gregarious
or solitary, attitudes to money or fame
or age and so much more. lf the num-

been more accurate and the arlists chosen on the basis ol originality and inno-

as

Modersohn-Becker,

Paula

Gabriele

Munter, Liubov Popova,

Lee

Krasner, Louise Nevelson, Louise

Bourgeois, Frieda Kahlo,

Eva

Hesse. Not that one disputes entire-

ly that they are as worthy as the
artists they have replaced in this
flimsy pantheon, although in som
cases it is questionabie. As there is
no mention of the iirst edition there is
no explanation thus making the
whole edifice wobbly to those who

includes Richardson's

Life

of

vation. lt would have been more interesting and convincing. Surely the
author and the pubiisher knew that one

Picasso Vol. 1 published in 1991 in
his bibliography he perpetuates the
myth that Picasso's father 'ceremo niausly resigned palette and brushes
to him'. Why not take note of the lat

is skating on thin ice to think there could

est research that rejects such

be a hundred 'great' aftists in this century, let alone any other.

event. There are several other ques-

There is the additional puzzle thai this
book is essentially one written thirleen

years ago and published by Rizzoli,

New York in '1986. There is no acknowledgement of the earlier book, nor refer-

ence to Lord Weidenleld, recently
turned eighty, 'whose idea it was' as
was stated then. The text is more or
less the same in the account of the
artists that have been retained in this
edition and only minimal changes
made. One difference though, between

Pascin, Masson, Tanguy,

Tobey,

taking, ex-graffiti,'urban-aboriginal'
artist Basquiat, I ask you! Oddly enough
in Basquiat's account the text comes

Page 2

become great, such

ln spite of the fact that Lucie-Smith

Hoffman, de Stael, Wols are out as are
the English'greats' Bomberg, Nash and
dear old Peter Blake, replaced by drug-

whether

alive and we learn how in i977 he
disrupted the graduation ceremony
at school by putting shaving cream
on the Principal's head. was noted
lor his stylish dress sense and wild
dancing and then died in 1988, at
the age of 2B of a massive drug
overdose, after ten years as a shooting star across the internationai art
firmarnent. Other artists that replace
the 'fallen' have had one suspects
the assistance of feminism as a
determinate, lor there are many
more female artists, who mysteriously since the first edition have

know.

general

of the alienated adist or

ews

ber of artists had been reduced to about

nature. Nor is there any facing up to
some of the central issues of artists
as a social group. There is no serious discussion of the romantic myth

a

i

twenty-five there would have been
room for all that has been rnentioned.
The title of the book then would have

the two texts, lies in the selection of
artists, for Maillol, Severini, Barlach,

concern with ideas of

iilii l::iiiiilR,:,.eii:ilr

an

tionable assertions contained in the

text. Yet the main point of criticism
lies in the fact that this was a lost
opportunity. lf only the emphasis had
been on the person, the psychology
of the individual.the struggle for
imaginative iiberation, rather than he
or she did 'art', had some exhibitions, made a name sooner or later,
and then died. The structure of the
book is the key to its limitations and
yet having sai that for someone
attempting to come to terms with
modern aft lor the first time it has its
moments and appeal. A useful book
lor a college library rather than one
to purchase personally.
Dave Phillips
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This exhibition of past students of
Rugby Art School shows some flair.
Even the most esoteric work, (and
there is some of that) seems underpinned by strong drawing and a
knowing mark-making. lt would be
inaccurate to say there is a house
style but there is a visceral element, a

slurring of material, a certain lush
quality that recalls Jim Dine and

e

s

;,,,f ,,,R:,e,:v
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purpose
cessful exhibition in a
built gal-

,ier,,,w

ley that has now it seems become 'a
community space'. There is only one
question that needs to be answered.
Where is the permanent collection now
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and displayed? Warwick
University looked after Rugby's remarkable collection for many years and one
of the reasons for the establishment of
the art-gallery was that it would become
available to view by the citizens of the
town once it was returned. Leamington
housed

Spa manages excellently to show

its

Rauschenberg. ln
fact, other artists of a different char-

permanent collection and mount changing exhibitions - why not Rugby?

acter are also echoed, such as
William Scott, Ben Nicholson and
Lanyon. An aboriginal dimension is

Dave Phillips

evident in some works that recall Alan
Davie and in others Brett Whitley.

Such reference to established artists
in no way diminishes the quality of the
work but simply points to the direction
of the thinking, perhaps as much ol
the tutors as the students themselves. Deborah Phillips (no relation)
in her 'At Peace in 40 minutes' produces a strong image imbued with a
delight in forms and manipulation of
paint that takes one back to Smith
and Hilton. Her 'l want to be safe in
my own skrn'is a powerful piece both
macabre and pitiful, the very antithe-

Sybil Brindley's installation was original-

ly

developed for the University of
Hertfordshire Galleries and has been reworked for Rugby Art Gallery, although
it is never made clear exactly how. The
first installation to be exhibited by Rugby

Gallery, 'Through

a

G/ass Darkly'

Leamington School of Art exhibition

made up of sweets. Both figures
recline with their knees up and

work would help when dealing with
notions of ritual and ten. A great believ-

whereas 'Candy'seems alluring and
literally edible, Phillips's figure is torn,

er in the 'whims of chance' ( Man Rays's
famous dictum ) I had difficulty in linking
the bee's nest, wax, books, text and

in

strife ridden and ravaged. Nita
Rowling's 'Crowd' is oddly effective
being made up of white transparent
vessels laid out in rows at one level
and overlooked by a crystalline cornucopia structure rising mysteriously
by their side. Bags of Fun'was simply that with handbags made up of
differing material hanging freely as if
there was a festival, an explosion of
colour, with that undercurrent of asso-

ciation that we now have with the
concept of the handbag! There was
much to be seen and enjoyed so that
the works mentioned do not tell the
whole slory. 'Burning'by Joanna Hall
with torsos formulated in different
guises was a case in point exemplifying the inventiveness of much of the
work. There were many artists here
one should like to see in a solo exhibition so that one could get a good
picture of their work. So, yes, a suc-

Nancy Upshall

promises a lot with the title but ultimate-

ly it disappoints. lt appears to me that
the piece takes on major concepts - i.e.
ritual, religion and ceremony - but fails
to address these on any other than a
superficial level. Maybe a quick trip to
see Joseph Beuys' and Fiona Banner's

sis of Whale's 'Candy' seen

'Ultramaine & Ochre'

found that again too many concepts
spoilt the broth. The gallery itself let Ms
Brindley's piece down by leaving alarms
and fire instructions on the wall within
the installation. lnstallation exist by use
of detailwithin its structure, which attain
new and symbolic meaning.
Unfortunately these artefacts are all too
obviously not part of the installation and
therefore become a distraction; this
should have been noticed by the artist
and gallery staff. This piece continues to
irritate by the use of over zealous lighting, which unfortunately flattened the
'whiteness' of the work and failed to
invigorate my already dulled senses. I
am sure this installation could move on
and become what it originally intended
to be but it really does need further

The Gallery is situated by the
Mitchell Centre for Arts, Weeford
Road, Sutton Coldfield and is open
every day from 10 am - Spm ( or by
appointment tel. 0121 323 3776.
lmages of the paintings can be seen
on http://www.artifex.co. uk

Selection Date

:

Sunday 28th April 2002.
Entrance via Stage Door behind Loft Theatre,
Spencers Yard.

Drop off Work : 13.30
Collect work : 14.30
It would be advisable to bring evidence of
other work i.e photographs as the exhibition space is deceptively large.

exploration.
Pete Thomley
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Gwen Salmond in 1906, who went to

integrity of the collectors,

the Slade fifteen years before

There were three exhibitions co-

Third, 'Socla/ Painting for

Pleasure'

and knew the contemporary scene,
who was his artistic saviour. She

existing in this large and magnificent
Gallery now in urgent need of refur-

consisted of a handful of artists who
offered their work for viewing knowing
full well that they are in the process of

believed in him (at the expense of her
own work and herself) and this nondescript, hesitant, uncertain man, the

.
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bishment:
First, there was Roger du Pille paintings of lndian Goddess and Gods.
He draws with paint to create pleasing images that have the warmth of
colour. Even though some of the
subjects could be alarming such as
'Gokowda'subduing an enraged ele
phant, Deccani, Bijapu/ the image is
mediated through colour and the
action neutered. lt is the same with
'lndian Goddess, Siva destroying a

demons' so that the action seems in
no way threatening and the image
beguiles. Other pictures seem to be
of statues of lndian mythology and it
is this thread that unites the exhibi-

tion, The work itself has strongechoes of the grand doyen Harry
Weinberger who presides magisteri-

acquiring the skills to make potent
imagery. The range was considerable
and all seemed to wish to make pictures which would please and represent
what they had seen, whether it was
water, or trees, or flowers, or stone wall
bridges, or swans overcome by dusk
and paint, or windmills or sailing boats,
or geese or the very fabric that makes
up nature. The sincerity and honesty
was evident in the striving and the
manipulation of the means and as such
it was a brave display and enjoyable
bringing home how difficult it is to make
art. ln pictorialterms innocence is afoot
and all the more delightful accordingly.
lf only the world existed as seen by this
group devoid of ideological conflicts
then it would be charming and pretty
but maybe duller and safer.

ally over the Spa's art and whose
work has been collected by the good
and the great, not least lris Murdoch.

Second 'Proto-Mu'A group that is
challenging the frontiers of defini-

tions of art.

lf one forgets

the

polemics and sees the exhibits as
collections of odd and sometimes

ln the gallery itself there could be more
information about the exhibitions themselves. Too much is assumed. The stafi

are friendly and articulate but there
needs to be more focus. Explanatory
leaflets would be a useful addition. A
programme of future exhibitions would

Flutf to include Joker Cards, Lenses,
Sea-Washed Glass, Mags,
Weighing Scales, Film Canisters,
Coins, Stamps, Coins, Baby Teeth,
Smarties Lids, Seat-belt Buckles,
Pebbles, Owls, Asthama lnhalers.

While some of these collections
might seem acceptable such as
Coins, Stamps, Pebbles others are
somewhat esoteric. Yet I found the

exhibition oddly reassuring

and

enjoyable, for in an age of obsolescence there are still people who for
reasons of sentiment and whimsicaF
ity are prepared to find space for
objects that seemingly have no monetary value but simply because they
like the thought of having more than
one of something. Some of the collections do have a glimmer of aesthetic satisfaction but generally the
Page 4

very antithesis of Augustus John,
grew in confidence, nurtured by
another's creative talent and found
himself Touched by Gauguin and
Matisse he developed into the

English version of Fauve, and never
looked back, even attaining an accolade from Francis Bacon 'One of the
very few English Painters to be con -

cerned with painting- that is, with
attempting to make ideas and tech nique inseparable'. But the work as
revealed in this exhibition is very hit
and miss with some astonishing
pieces mixed with mediocrity. The
series of nudes are the highlight and
seem as if they give off the heat of an

electric fire as the figures seem to
turn and twist. There is a wild abandon complete with a colour range
that would burn you if you touched.
These paintings ate 'a direct assault
upon the nelous sysfern'seemingly
painted in a Pollock mode, but not so,

they comewith a substantial knowledge of colour theory and a knowing
manipulation of paint without contour.

So we have another instance of an
artist with limite talent, an inadequate
technician but with obsessional persistence, findin the big idea (the sen-

not come amiss.

bizarre artefacts enjoyment can llow.

For the 'things' collected and presented are far- reaching and farranging from Hair to Belly Button

him

Dave Phillips

sual and psychological use

This was an exhibition that comprised a
corpus of work left in Matthew Smith 's
studio at his death and bequeathed by

a

former model and friend

to

the

London Museum. So there were examples of his work as a student and others
that he treasured and wanted to keep or
couldn't sell. lt wasn't totally representative but sufficient to convey the essence
of his style. lt does seem amazing that
he achieved such success considering

the lack of natural talent as evident in
his student pieces. He had though a
father able to support him financially
well into his thirties as he struggled to
find himself, and a mother who smothered him with love, and spoilt himaccordingly. A year at the Slade was
enough for him (after four years at
Manchester School of Art), for it was his
luck to meet a brilliant talented woman,

of

colour), at the right time (1908-'10) in
the right place (Paris) and bringing it
to England. The Mead Gallery has
serued us well by bringing Smith to
our doorstep to enjoy and evaluate.
The paintings seem to have every-

thing the traditional concept of art
needs with heightened colour and
tactile surfaces contrasting vividly
with the 'Nothingf exhibition in the
adjoining gallery. Smith was yesterday, 'Nothing' is today and Pete
McCarthy's review goes some way to

offer an intelligent and perceptive
explanation of the new art.
Dave Phillips

Rewiews

Reviews

f

misogyny of the anti{ur campaign and
the overly simplistic notion that ALL lur

'StEtch*d {Jp'
Leamington Art Gallery And
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I don't think Fashion and ambivalence

can co-exist in the same ideological
sphere and this exhibition proves it.
Fashion

-

whether in general terms or

- will always elicit a definite
response from every person whose
life it effects and, let's face it, it effects
all of us. lt matters not whether you're
a thrusting young things or your average octogenarian (or even non-average) Fashion, in its many insidious

specific

and many more overt guises

/ meviews

will

impinge upon the choices you make
when selecting your wardrobe and
consequently upon the way others
view your place in the world and how
you view theirs. lt is inescapable. We
perceive trends and ideological movements in societies by the visual indicators and signifiers that manifest themselves in Fashion and the Fashion

even that of meat and fur bearing
prey animals such as rabbits - is

-

morally reprehensible. Such knee-jerk
responses have resulted in small ethnic communities (such as the lnuits)
losing a source of livelihood that they
have relied upon for generations. lt
must be noted that such communities
worked within and in harmony with
their local ecologies. Donovan also
wishes us to note that she is strongly
against practises that allow animals to
be abused and exploited. Evidently the
fur trade is far too emotive a subject for
a state of true moral aloofness ever to
exist - while Donovan wishes her work
to be neither pro or anti, by its very
inspiration and execution, it will have
the moral viewpoint of its admirers
thrust upon it - after all, shawls and

always the etfect.

And so to Stitched Up which offers us
both footnote and addendum to the
evolutionary cycle that is Fashion; an

exhibition comprising the work of
seven artists: Nicola Donovan, Chila
Kumani Burman, Julie Graves, John
Goto, Sally Hughes, Jane Simpson
and Anna-Nicole Ziesche.

The strongest pieces in the exhibition

are undoubtedly those of

Nicola
Couture, a shawl of blank
Donovan
scalpel blades on chain mail, and Fur
Sedition 20th Century Fox, a stole
made of lethal looking steel pins and
latex. First and foremost they look fab
ulous both archaic and futuristic;
armour and status symbol of a technologically bestial world. There is some-

-

-

-

thing grittily industrial about these
pieces that yet doesn't eclipse the
remarkably delicate craftsmanship
that has gone into their creation. They

are cyber-punk masterpieces:

all

snarling teeth but perfect lip-gloss in
the face of virtual reality.

,:,l,8i,ii:?iii;i,,,.i:i:','::,i"t,l',,,,,',tt,,t'

by a shrug of indifference - Fashion
is, simply put, too hot a subject to be
thought about and discussed coldly. I
have merely focused on the work ol
two of my favourite artists from the
exhibition - be aware that there is
work from five others that tastefully
do their own thing on the catwalk and
suitably deserve to be buttonholed by
anyone with an eye for style. They
behove us all to be dedicated followers.
Steve Blake

Stitched Up ran from 1th December 2001
to 3rd February 2002.

scalpel blades do not seem to suggest
an alignment with the pro fur camp,

(An unacknowledged and unpublished
lefter.)
The Editor,
The Courier.
32 Hamilton Terrace,
Leamington Spa,
CV32 4LY
22nd January 2002

The striking colours of Chila Kumani

Dear Editor,

stoles made from steel pins

and

industry as a result of these trends and

ideological movements. Fashion is
also sometimes the cause and not

,,,iil':ft.:.i:::iii'F,'"9:i:,Vii,,:ii.,':b::'w.

Burman's Hello Girls makes it the main
focal point of the exhibition. lt is suitably tongue-in-cheek challenge to the

much-celebrated Hello

Boys

Wonderbra adverts of the 90's and
'alludes to the cultural imperialism
which seems to have... infiltrated the
underwear market'. Here, Burman is

referring to the fact that white or
peachy 'skln' coloured bras, targeted
initially for Western markets, are also
on sale in lndia for lndian women to
buy where, of course, they are no
longer skin coloured. Burman has,
therefore, overlaid the bras with pieces
of Asian and African fabrics to reassert
the 'cultural identity of Asian women'.

The idea behind this piece is fundamentally startling and worthy but without the copywriter's notes I don't think I

would have made the connection by
viewing the work alone - its use of
vibrant colour and fun imagery perhaps

works against the message; slightly
obscures it... certainly my mind's first
port of callwhen seeing Hello Girls was
Andy Warhol and Pop Art, not the cultural imperialism of the bra industry,
though the existence of the latter cannot be denied.

I cannot for the life of me understand

why you seem to marginalize the
visual arts in your paper. ln your
'Zones' you have a music section, a
film section which as it should be. Yet
the visual arts are usually put under
features or leisure or entertainment
or lifestyle.

A case in point

where this week
(Friday 18th January 2OO2) is the

excellent review of Peter McCarthy of

the 'Nothing' exhibition at the Mead
Gallery, University of Warwick which
is put under the entertainment page.
It is all very confusing.
Could you not have a separate visual arts page, for there are a great
number of exhibitions to see in the
district every week?
Yours faithfully,
David M. Phillips

lnterestingly, Donovan says the pieces

were not conceived as moral com-

An exhibition then that proves

mentaries upon the fur industry and do
not represent a pro or anti fur stance,
rather she wishes us to consider the
inherent (and as yet unquestioned)

lation that in its turn also provokes
thought and speculation. None of the
pieces in Stitched Up will ever be met

that
provokes
thought
and
specuFashion
Page 5

The star of this exhibition is Mo Enright
whose two enormous panels at the end

of the aisle, in the choir, bring to the
church an extraordinary focus. They
posses in the first instance a wonderful
sense of space and light. Constable's
comment on Cuyp's comes to mind
'Chiaroscuro is by no means contined
to dark pictures: the works of Cuyp
though generally light are full of it. lt
may be defined as that power which
creates space'. For the light that

,t

Enright uses is the golden, warm magie
iight of the late afternoon which she
has learnt to modulate to give a sense
of space and to shape it too. This ethereality is achieved by the use of yellow

I

,.1

and white in the manner of Cuyp and
also Turner's late painting. Although
incorporating an impoftant narrative
the overall aesthetic is achieved before
the religious connotations necessarily

become evident. Not that the story is
ignored but the figures are treated in a
rigid forrnal manner as set in a historical context, the knowledge of which is
assumed and positioned in the immedi-

ate foreground. The huge

space

above, evokes a mood of the sublime,
the spirit so to speak has a vast area to
inhabit and as in much religious paint-

ing can metaphorically float gently Slafions of lhe Cross'
upwards. warmed and cosseted by your eyes, and yet staying with you;
rays of some illustrious light, the Marsh with a meticulous painting of
source of which seems indefinable. Flegency Leamington with part of a stucThis would be a challenge to any adist coed fagade, complete with columned
and the solution to the aesthetic prob- portico, and the play of light and shade
lems presented have been overcome created by the suggestion of a huge and
by a great deal o{ thought and flair. The graceful tree recalling the town as we all
panels seem contained within the want to see it, forever and a day, and
church structure and give it an inward know we shall have t work to preserue it
an self-contained quality. The rest of 'A thing of beauty is a joy far ever, its
Enright's paintings, Sfaflons of the /oyeliness increases, lt will never pass
Cross'seem dwaded by the tour de into nothingness' so thought Keats. At
force of these two panels but they least Marsh's painting has captured the
havethe same flavour with formalised aesthetic that surrounds us and which
figures and architectural settings suf- reminds us of our beloved Leamington;
fused by warm yellows and consider- and lastly (although there were at least
able intensity.
half a dozen other artists) Kunzler's
painting with another oi his large and
Not that there were not other artists of puzzling heads that has the aura of the
note exhibiting: such as Millward with a unknown.
haunting image 'En Rounte'that captured a whole world, as the image
Dave Phillips
of haunted faces staring out of cattle
trucks confront one and impressed
upon the mind the nature of hopelessness, the fleeting recognition of terror,
come and gone before you can blink
Page 6

Maureen Enright

On Sunday 27lh January,

we

observed our second UK Holocaust
Memorial Day. Last year this project

received praise and condemnation,
with even art critics divided on the
way we should remember, or possibly
forget.

Since my MA 1996 I have been very
interested to observe the rise of interest in and material on, the Holocaust.

I have a box full of press cuttings
which would take an age to sift

through, but which would chart a clear

journey between those like me who
believe the Holocaust to be the
salient point of the twentieth century
and a paradigm for all ethnic cleansing; and those who, although not into
actual Holocaust denial like David
lrvine, feelwe must let the past go, lay
it to rest. Some like Andreas Whittam
Smith would say we don't need a special day to recall the holocaust when it
is all around us. We all worry about
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lhe 'Hollycausf' and No bustness like
Shoah business'style of some films and
coverage.
I attended a symposium at the Courtauld

lnstitute during Charlotte Salomon 's
Life? Or Theatre?" exhibition, with an

eminent panel including

Norman

Rosenthal and Monica Bohm Duchen.
The view was often expressed that no
cne could understand something unless

they had been through it themselves.
My response was and still is, backed up
by
. meeting so many people with a story
,t :o tell who wanted to share, to affirm my
, right to help stop the Holocaust itself
'l becoming ghettoised so that people outside the victim group are discouraged
and exempted from trespassing on such
sacred territory.
'iVe can only touch the "Shadow of the
Shoah". No one should have the arro-

gance to say they "know" how another

cerson felt or feels. But we are all
nvolved with each other and have a
'ight to response solely on the grounds
cf being human. lf the study of the
Holocaust is cordoned off from other disciplines, divorced from other people's
experiences, it will become "inaccessicle, an impossibly grim and remote area
cf study, enacted in an educationally
^neaningless vacuum" (Ronnie Landau).
Another day conference at the R.A. and
mperial War Museum on "Apocalypse"
,vith Griselda Pollock , posed the ques:ron, (similar to that posed by Adrian

Searle after September 11th), 'Can Art
Ceal with the Holocaust?'
lrvine Howe asked "should not aft have
sufficient sense of its own limitations to

KeeD

,l

a

certain distance from the

unspeakable?"

) t ,titt believe the very act of creating a
ciece of work , in memory, from a sub.ective viewpoint, somehow negates the
dea of total annihilation. How does one
'transform the tragedy without trivialising
rf?' Not, I think , by making a tape purporting to use sound 'as one might imag ine nolses in a concentration camp', as
suggested in a recent Anne Frank exhibition.!

My visit to lsrael, Easter 2OOO, on a
study tour with Coventry Cathedral
Peace and Reconciliation Centre,
brought me face to face with some
shocking situations, too sensitive to be
discussed here. Painful conflicting emo-

tions between Yad Vashem and some
contemporary attitudes. I visited the
Cape Town Holocaust Memorial Centre
the same year, where I was moved to
tears over the painfully honest confessions of many Jews who had escaped to
new life in South. Africa, acknowledging
that they may not have taken sufficient
notice of their black and coloured neighbours during the apartheid years. This
can be our story too!

Worcester Cathedral was a very
enthusiastic welcoming place and
Worcestershire Education Authority

Since my degree show in 1996 I have
had opportunities to hang some, il not all
the work in the 'Ierezln'show. At the
Greenbelt Christian festival 1997, in the
heady company of Cornelia Parker and
Bobby Baker. The 1998 Edinburgh
Fringe Festival, Albany Theatre London
and of course Holy Trinity Church in
Leamington where Sylvie Boderova had
her intensely moving 'Terezin Requiem'

so strange lf one thinks of

premiered.
Last year the Crucible Theatre Sheffield
was a very interesting place to show.

I

was often able to sit in the caf6 and
'obserue'. One of the funniest comments was by a man who, on reading
the labels 'Lachrymose l, 2 and 3'
announced loudly: 'l dunno, bloody
arfisfs. They look in the dictionary for a
posh word, then use it three fimes' !!

asked me to be artist in residence in
some 6th forms. - I learned a lot!

I'm currently in St.

Mary's

Shrewsbury, where I was more than
willing to follow the master, Anthony
Gormley and his field!! Another
good place to apply to. A strange juxtaposition next, RAF Cosford
Aerospace Museum, yet maybe not
the

lmperial War Museum. I will show

alongside amazing aircraft and
engines, all symbols of power to be
used for good or ill. The installation
may just shelter under the wings of a

bomber used

to drop food on

Germany after the war. My mind and

heart are having a lot of exercise at

the moment (and please

interpret
heart in the Hebrew tradition of incorporating things like memory, logic
and reasoning). I wonder if it will all
bear some fruit?

To return to the beginning,

I

still

maintain that allthe memorialising in

the world means nothing at all if it
does not change and inform our pre-

sent.

Amnesty lnternational con-

stantly reminds us that the evil of the
Holocaust, far from going away, has

Coventry Cathedral was very exciting
but I was made aware of a seeming lack

merely reassembled itself. We need
no more justification for a special

of opportunity for contemporary artists to

day.

show work in this 'Cathedral of Art'. I
think we should keep applying.

Sheila Millward
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LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the Visual Arts in Leamington Spa and the surrounding area. We are a constituted
association currently applying for charitable status. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the Visual Arts. LSA does
not patronise any particular style or form of Visual Art, but seeks to support any Visual Art of quality and merit. Our activities include:
representing the Visual Arts in the upcoming bid for Leamington's "Cultural Quartei', promoting Visual Arts exhibitions and events for
the public, establishing local studio and exhibition space, and producing a quarterly newsletter containing all the essential local art news
and information.
::

David Phillips
Michael Takeo Magruder
Stephen Phillips
Phyllis Davies
Dr. lsabelle Carre
Geotf Underwood
Hazel Shaw
Keith Anker
Lesley Daniels
Wonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
David Troughton
Paul Crook
Neil Moore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lruing
Janet lnglis
John lnglis
Flachel Hall
Lucy Bergonzi
Marvene Baliter
Malcolm Baxter
Peter Woot
David Jones
Rosy Burman
Mark Bullock
Margaret Godwin
Val Evans
Jackie Knights
Kartik Bhatt
Linda Henry
John Myers
Fran Donnelly
Colin Dick
Peter Scales
David R Matthews
Bill Jackson
Mark Tilley
David Lewis
Dr Catherine Bates
Miranda Matthews
James C.F. Seow
Liz Wright
Caroline Gritlin
Gaia
Chris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Sadon
Jane wyld
Tony Prior
Julia Prior
Christiania Whitehead
Pat Carpenter
John Moore
James Plaskitt MP
Dr Richard Yeomans
Rebekah Sutton
Saskia Sutton
Nick Bond
Vivian Gallaher
Pat Noble

Jean-Pierre Kunzler
Mary Carmenta
Richard lnwood
Ray Spence
Sue Wilkins
Ruth Bennion
Phillip Sims
Zoe Jelley
Anne Stansfield
Philip Goddard
Mo Finnessey
Luise Ellis
Muriel Mason
County Arts Service
Kevin Parrish
Yvette Bartlett
Ann Power
Margeret Stapley
Mick Rafferty
Pamela Korn
Oonald Thompson
Janel Alty
Caroline Griffin
Rosie Bastock
Sarah Plumb
Jan Hunt
Dr Jane Plumb
Alisha Miller
Sue Johnson
Mark Rafter
Hilary Buckland
Susanne Perry
Pete McCarthy
Julius Thurgood
Tracey Wells
Julie Wright
David Broadhead
Simon English
Wendy Freeman
Sue Jack
Val Mitchell
Martin Gatrett
Shona Beard
Martin Berestord
Chris Browne
lan Phillips
Karen Ford
Christine O'Sullivan
David Ward
Helen Bone
Caius Dutton
Helena Godwin
Anthony Parsons
Joy Foy
Russell Sankey
Stett Hutchinson
James Butler
Andrew Flint
Jeremy Foster
Roger du Pille
Sam Midgley
Steve Dawson

LSA Membership Form
I wish to become an Artist / Associate ( delete accordingly ) Member of LSA

:
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Judith Hickling
Lisa webb
Steve Upton
Nancy Upshall
Patricia Mallett
Neil Phillips
Jane Powell
Rachel White
Stephen Smith
Marigold Maccregor
Brian Lamont
Prue Bow-Evans
Annie Ward
David Ellis
Taiko Threadgoid
Paul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox
Charles Appleby
Karl Townsend
Lynsey Cleaver
David Broadtield
Alvar Hadland
llona Pike
Barbara Gekowski
Anne Cole
Dianne Greenaway
Barbara Shakley
C.J. Ouppa-Miller
Lindsey Davies
Joni Smith
Wendy Bicknell
lris Bertz
Satty Sira
Alex Parsonage
Julia Hayes
Margaret Castelow
[aura Merlin
Jon Bowles (Art Legacy)
Dr Sukhbir Hothi
Jenny Hankin
Edith MohletrKloss
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
James Ryan
Nan Smith
Thomas Taylor
Jacqueline Graining
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
lsolde Jewitt
Mary Buckingham
Neil Stokoe
Lynda Cook
Graham Powell
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Andrea Bujdoso
Daniel Cremin

Receipt ( Membership secretary

use only )

Name............

male/female
Telephone....

Received.

e-mai1...........

Si9ned..........

Postcode......
I am enclosing an amount of t.....to cover my subscription (e10.00 / t5.00 Cons)

Please send to : Dominica Vaughan, Membership Secretary,
30 Plymouth Place, Leamington Spa CV31 1HN
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Please nots that th€ LSA as a not-for-profit m€mber organisalion is
not requir€d to register underlhe Data Proteclion Acl The LSA does,
however, keep msmbeFhip records on a s6cur€ computer dalabase
to maintain sffici€nt circulation and distribution of artspaca and LSA
infomalion. Th€r€ may be instances wh€n these contact details
could be passed to a third party whe€ the Committe€ tesls there
would be associated member ben€fits ll you wish your delails lo be
restricted only io LSA communications pleass lick here

'70's, even the walk itself was art : or
that the naked Duchamp descended the
staircase to visit his urinal and returned
to find the eminent Tracey in his

lf time travel was possible,

then
George Wagstaffe would be able to
work as
studio assistent to

Donatello, Rodin, Boccioni,
Giacometti, and Moore, as it seems
apparent from this work that the skills
that he aquired as a student, intellec-

tually and technically, would be as
useful and little different to those that

were deemed nessesary

to be

a

sculptor during any period of the past
. This hypothosis is made possible as
Wagstaffe's education in the fine arts
preceded the current degree courses
in art & design.

These offered a thorough grounding
in human anatomy and the appreciation of working from the inside to the
outside of natural form, an apprenticeship that even the Etruscans
would have recognised.
Eventually, the continuity of sculptural knowlege was interrupted by the
assemblages of Gonzalez, Piccasso,
Calder, and laterly, by the welding
torches of Smith, Caro, King (et.al.)
This potential for the constuction of
3D assemblage, liberated sculpture
from the constraints of carving and
the manipulation of clay or plaster,
towards the spatial and the architectural; (and away from a direct reference to the human form) George
Wagstaffe has produced the works on
show during the past 10 years, most
of the work relates to the human figure, either directly or by proportion.

George Wagstaffes relates his sculp-

tures to the human figure and the
human condition, ( hope and despair,
growth and decay, permanence and

unmade bed. They, ( Duchamp and all
his attendent camp followers ) seem to

impermanence) with an assurance
that makes you realise that when all
the cultural-isms of the last century
are looked at from the perspective of
a hundred years hence, the semiabstracted, figure related, tormented
and mutilated sculpture of the post
war 2 British School, ( Moore, Frink,

Pawns are rarely made into Queens,
(unless you are a chess master of
course) the king is undoubtably in his
alltogether. Wagstaffe may be right!

be as relevant as the volcanic figures
of Pompey are to us today.

have failed to demonstrate to
Wagstaffe, that the thought or sensation
that an art object, (or situation) stimulates in the viewer, can be more interesting or worthy than the object displayed.

Will any future generation be able to
relate to the sheer pornography, the
immoral lust, that was the genuine sensational response by the many ( Some
turned on some turned off ) to Rodin's
1890 sculpture'The Klss? .What, in this
context, will the turn of the next century

Meadows, Butler, Armitage, et al.) will

'Encapsulating the war-ravaged holo caust that was the 20 century'comes
to mind.
sle ph en -ph iil i ps@ntl wo

rl d.

com

make of todays Turner prize exhibits
when the dust settles? I have no idea,
although I suspect that the human spirit

and its endeavours will not

have

changed a great deal.

Some of the sculptures have a powerful elegance and in that contradic-

tion lies the beauty of this

work.

Pedectly contoured breasts, eggs or
walls split open lrom the implied inter-

nal pressure that develops

and

envelopes the surface form.

These are fine sculptures by some-

one who is confident in the knowledge and execution of the traditional
craft of sculpture. However, I suspect
that he must be fully aware of the
artistic developments of the recent
past, given that sculpture in particular
was knocked off it's pedestal in the
'60's to go walkabout, and that by the

George Wagstaffe
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is 27. Katy Walker
crafts 28. CarolWheeler
activity in the county through Open 29. Winifred Wilmott
Studios, Exhibitions in unusual places,
Gallery events and particpatory pro- Warwick and Leamington
jects, taking place 6 - 14 July 2OO2.
They are publishing a printed brochure 30. Eleanor Allitt
showing all the events which habe 31. Art Gallery & Museum, The Royal
been organised by an informal group of
Pump Rooms
galleries, aftist groups, local authorities 32. June Bryer, Pat Carpenter, Noreen
and individual artist studios. lt is supMason, Jane Williams
ported financially by al local authorities 33. Community Arts Workshop
in Warwickshire.
34. Lynda Cook
35. Diana Davies
To date and as of going to press the
36. Tony Donnelly
folowing artists and institutions have 37. Jan Freeman
put themselvers forward for th 38. Philip Goddard
brochure. A full colour brochure is due 39. Margaret Godwin
out mid May.
40. Steve Gulliver
to promote the visual arts and

41. Guinea Pig Design Studio

nraffiic
North
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Powell)
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Town Early Years Group
45. John Scott Martin
46. Jane Moore

Bottrill
Bridges

2. Annette
3. W Michael Brown & Janet
4. Drawing Power: Year 10 students
Queen Elizabeth
5. Mary
6. Giovanna

Brown
@
School,

Fox
Nicklin
7. David Patten
8, Justin Sanders

9. Wasted Art @ Nuneaton Aft

Artists
Old

zl4. Making Faces: Leamington

l/Lhrwickshire

1. Claire

(Graham

Gallery

47. Ann

Power

.€

m,

g

Z

58. Warwickshire Museum

59. Kathy Webster

South \llhnryickshire
60. ArtReach

61.Centenary Celebrations
@ Charlecote Park
62. Benedicte Clarke
63. Rosemary Clifton
64. Cutting Gallery & Studios
65. Louise Darlcy
66. Claire Fell
67. Robin Furlong Furniture
68. Sister City @ The Gallery, Stratford
69. Felicity J. Howatson
70. IAGO Art Group
71. Keeling Pottery Gallery Shop
72. Wendy Leavesley
73. Sarah Moore
74. Susan O'Grady

13
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77. Jim Steele
78. Torquil Pottery
79. Judith Tucker
80. Howard Watson

81. Nirissa Windham
82. BillYardley

48. Rosemary Cotton and Anne Skene
49. Punctured Space: Bill Jackson &
Nick Middleton @ The Pump Rooms lnformation supplied by Clare Hudson
Head of ArIs Servlce
50. Jan Rawnsley
Warwick County Council
51. Claire Robinson
52. Julie Robinson
53. lris Bertz, David Jones @ Gaia
54. Rebekah Sutton , BillJackson, Neil

& Museum
Moore
lO.Margaret Brinl<wot'th, lan Jenkinson 55. Dominica Vaughan
Roy Jones @ Afthur Wilson Gallery 56. James Vinciguerra
11.Jo Connell, John Commane, Pete
57. Pixie Warburton
Tearnan, Gerry Unswotth

Rugby Area
12. Bridget Aldridge
13. yvette
14. Helen Bone
15. Ann Brain
16. Cynthia Chandler
17. Sarais Crawshaw
18. Dorothy Ann Crowe
19. Lesley-Ann French
20. Floor One: Dunchurch Photographic
Society & Rugby College
21. Heather Koumi
22. Bridget Riley @ Rugby Art Gallery
23. Bridget Riley in 3D/Mystery in the
Library @ Rugby Gallery/Library
24.Rugby Station Mural:Rugby College
25. Tantalus Project
26. Amalia Mngelli

Bar.ett
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LSA Members on Exhihition and Open Studios
for Warwickshire Arts Week

Dominica Vaughan : Ann Power
[a'is Ber&z & Bavid Jones
Rebekah Sutton & Bill Jackson & Neil Moore
Jane Moore ; Yvette Baffilett : Helen Bone
fl-yruda Cook : Brian Lamont
Fhit*p Goddard : Pat Carpemter
Cutting Gallery & Studios
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About 50 people waited in anticipation
for Franks latest piece, An evocation of
memory and on entering the gallery we
settled into a viewing position tn front
of a projected blue rectangle, the same
iridescent, relentless blue ol Jarmans
last film 'Blue'. After a few minutes the
blue changed to white, and more white
and even more white, in fact overall
the image presented to us was, well,
white, Not necessarily any old white,
but white on a wali that was formally
white.

I

was beginning to have the same
reseruations as the disaffected character in the play ART, (by Yasmina Raza
) moreover I was preferring the blue.
Then gradually and almost imperceptibly there seemed to be stains on the
white, like stains on a sheet, a rude
memory? Then shapes appeared on
the white and within the white, some
recognisable, waves breaking on a
shore? or was it the interior of a room?
Suddenly a figure would appear and
disappear, sometimes achieving clarity
for a second, sometimes not quite

clear enough, a mere shadow of its
former self. Yes! yes! I know who that
is, its, you know, itis, itis, it(s, gone
again.

git,V,i t;i #
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could identify with our own realisation
of memory, without worrying whether
Philip Marlow or the English Patient
would recover. lwould have appreciated an indication that the video had
come to an end, (a) because you never
know with Frank what may be coming
next and (b) because you can be more
spontaneous about your appreciation
or not. Although of course as the elusive Frank may not have been there
anyway I suppose it didnit rnatter.
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common .They both appear to flatten
the implied space that the image portrays. A situation that always emphasises the decorative aspects of the

composition, while also facilitating
the use of a more vibrant palette.
Hence, perhaps, the inevitable direction of the Nabis Group ( Gauguin,
Vuillard, Serusiei Pont-Aven,et.al.)
on the cusp of the century,

Many of the works in this exhibition
share this quality, Most notably, for

he, the tree

Steve Phillips

,',ii'

paintings.

2,11,13.) as the space

(Nos.

of

these
pieces is almost squeezed to the picture plane. ln No. 2 'PortugalAutumn
Light' lhe view through the window

and then on through the grove of
trees has been reduced almost to

That the Japanese print and

the
daguerreotype (or photographic plate)
influenced painting in the latter quarter
of the 19th century, has been well documented. lndeed Japanese prints were
flooding the European market at the
time. Many were included as free additional items in the packaging of general exports from Japan. This was a marketing ploy, and people collected them
as one would cigarette or cereal cards
a century later. Many artists.collected
what was ostensibly cheap Japanese
commercial art .Vangogh, Gauguin and

a6bar codeI ol stripes. These are, in
my opinion, strong, yet quite lyrical
paintings The flatness of the design
holds the (often quite punchy ) colour
in abeyance so as to let the light and
therefore, the space, filter through or
around the trees. This is the poetry of
woods, this is what it feels like.

ln a few of the other works, I felt that

the subjects demanded a
developed

more

draughtsmanship,

although the poetry of the design and
colour was still evident.

Monet had large collections. The photographs and the Japanese woodblock
prints of this period have something in

The piece lasted for something
approaching 25 minutes, but I am

Steve Phillips
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Neil Moore is running a series of lifdrawing classes at the Art Gallery at

unable to be certain as I became a lit-

tle enamoured by the poetic quality of
the film. lndeed this is how memory

the Pump Rooms from April

25th.

fails to work. Not so much a dream,
(which has long periods oi DVS clarity
for most people, especially close to
awakening time) but more like that
scanning of the brain as we seek to

They are to take place on Thursdays
from 6 -8 pm and the cost is e60.00

remember, especially

Pete

He will also be holding a one day life

Kembers music was not intrusive, but
an essential aid to memory as music

drawing workshop there on Saturday

as

for 10 weeks.

Jun 29th

can be.

Paradoxically referred to as a blackout. the white-out has been a visual
metaphor for the conscious brain leaving consciousness, (and then returning
to the tangible world ) in feature films,
ever since Freud told us about subconscious memory^ The difference
here is that in the context of the gallery
and in isolation from any story-line we

-

cost t20.00

Please telephone Neil on 01926
429833 for details.

Rebekah Sutton
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ln a nutshell, would a sculpture, such as
Rodinis Thinker, be just as emotive if

The recent work on show here has
the clarity and the honesty of a
craftsman in love with his chosen
material 'Truth to the mateial' has
been a much used phrase in connection with the sculpture of the last
century. Moore mentioned it inrelation to his own work, but continued to
patina his bronzes to resemble those
of antiquity, especially the Greek
sculptures that had been on the
seabed for century(s with the resultant discolouration. The Greeks
painted their sculpture in many
colours, (like fairground figures) anyway. Turnbull, (if not of the same
generation as Moore; still a contemporary) declared lhal'there was mote
than one tuth to any mateial'.

produced in polystyrene beads rather
than bronze. The answer has to be no,
surely? The assertion 'Truth to the mar tirial', means for me, that the material
and the method of production seem ideally suited.

Mark Tilly's more than life-size large
women 'Veracity' achieves this truthfulness. The piece is a tour de force and
in my opinion an exceptional piece of
figurative sculpture. The form is right,
the material is right, the structure is right

and the whole vision is just right, an
Aurignacian Venus of our time, an honest piece. Not that I intend to imply any
lack of integrity in the other work, but if
we contrast this with a similar work in
the exhibition, both in the size, material
and subject, then it just doesnit quite
come off. The piece is constructed
around a large girder that is required to
'Venus of Willendorf 'c 30.0O0 -25,000 BC

support, what the interlocking metal
forms of the sculpture were unable to
do The work seemed to be untruthful
to its material, a bit like putting pillars
underneath a suspension bridge.

I also felt that the newer work, the
wallfixed heads and masks, were not
able to explore the potential of the
medium, hammering sheet metal into
concave and convex formsand then
riveting welding and bolting the innumerable separate shapes together
allows for the expression of space
and form, enabling the spaces to
achieve an equal validity and the
structure an integral strength.

This Tilly has achieved in several of
his pieces, but not I feel in (the dozen

or so) masks as the majority

are

almost like large bowls. These have
more affinity with the ceramists art of
the hollow, enclosed, interesting
form. lndeed Tilly has pressed rolled

flat clay into the metal masks to
eventually produce the ceramics in
this exhibition. Pre-fabricated metal
sculpture however has the potential
to articulate space.
Steve Phillips

'Veracity'
Page 12

Mark Tilly
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The general intention informing these
images is that intensity of image can
be created by accretion of detail and
distortion of perspective. The various

These pen and ink drawings are
grouped under the titles of 'Doom 1'
and'Doom 2' and they seem pertinent
to the imagery we encounter. They are
distinct and individual, exploring seern
ingly a humanoid world where strange

buildings seem to wobble in front of
your eyes as if the viewer is suffering
from afflicted vision or intoxicated by

creatures crawl over suggested but
hidden architectural structures. On the

their surroundings. Such distortion is
enhanced by a use of white to create
a strong luminosity. lt is as ifLowry's

one hand there are real skulls depicted
in a mass of writhing organic forms,
some of
which seem like microscopic studies of

famous white background against
which his stick like figures and bleak
industrial buildings are silhouetted
has been transferred to the very
structures themselves, creating an
architectural look appropriate to the
Spawith its white Regency stucco
look. That the artist enjoys working
with paint, emerges from the work

bone structures. lt is the attention to
detail that builds up strong and distinct

images that grip the mind and make it
somewhat fearful. The forms seem at

times like moss on stone but with
human cellular associations that are
Neil Fhillips
malformed as if some strange and
if some undisciplined hand had been let and in particular is shown by the clasawlul disease is rampant. lt was as if
loose. Some of the figures reminded sical torso that is covered by multithe pictures at times were exemplars
one of 'The Straw Man'in lhe 'Wizard of coloured stripes. Manuel has manof the plague, pitted with people from
some dreadful charnel house. The OZ, lacking corporalform they were like aged to create imagery that is dismorality is unclear but the sinister bright streaks or rays of light added to tinctive and immediately recognismood is well established as we pursue
the detailto read the whole. The immediate analogy is the world of
Hieronomyous Bosch but these drawings are distinctly different, for there is
no let up on the surface and only by
carefully scrutinising the image can
you grasp it. They hold the eye with
visual ambiguities and subtle spatial

contradictions and one sees here the
hand of an accomplished artist driven
by a fascination for the detritus of the
demonic world of the fiendish.
These works are to be studied, reflected on, and admired for the skill with
which they remind us of parralled universes.

the landscape or seascape. lndeed the
reference to Hollywood seems apt lor
the colour had the look of Disney with all
its exuberance, so that whole areas of
heightened yellow or blue or red filled
the space and contrasted vividly with
each other. The magic lay in the joie de
vivre, where doubts, misgivings were
swept aside on the crest of a torrent of
brilliance that seems ill at ease with our
uncertain future. They made a marked
contrast with Osborne's play 'Look Back
in Anger' (an excellent pedormance)
which was showing with the paintings,
one angry and bewildered, the other
skipping naively and directionless into
the froth of colour. One could argue
though that the energy manifested in the
play was equally to be seen in the painb
ings. One is at a loss as to how to categorise this work and perhaps it is best

able and one that it is hoped has not
trapped him with its possible limitations.
Dave Phillips

not to try.
iilLLti
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Hazel Shaw

These glass paintings presented us
with images, if not subjects, that are
not often seen. They seem to glow with

an interior light and even on

dull
evenings caught the eye of a large proportion of the theatre crowd in the bar
and coffee lounge, who seemed dazzled and puzzled in turn. The pictures
seemed oddly wild and uncontrolled as

David Manuel
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Ray is a lecturer in Photography at
Warwickshire College. He is a fine art
photographer, FRPS and member of
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Warwickshire College School of Art and Design
Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 SJE
Tel: 01926 318000 Fax: 01926 318111

the Visual Arts and Printing Panels.
His work has appeared in his books
'Form and Fantasy' and 'Beyond
Monochrome'
( co -author Tony Worobiec ) and been

seen in many exhibitions.
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Looking back over the history ol artspace

with LSAs new publcity and marketing
offcier, Satty Sira, it occured to me that the
first issue ol aftspace was March 1st 1998.
15 issues later we are still here, going
strong an increased circulation from 50
copies to 500.

Dave Hirons : Head of Art and Design

Data piorectfin ACt1,,,.,,.,,.,.ri :i'
Please note that the LSA as a not-for-profit member organisation is not required to
register under the Data Protection Act. The
LSA does, however, keep membership
records on a secure computer database to

maintain

efficient circulation and dis-

tribution of aftspace and LSA information. There may be instances when these

For all enquiries for all courses full and part time
Tel 01926 318233

contact details could be passed to a third
party where the Committee feels there
would be associated member benefits. lf
you wish your details to be restricted only
to LSA communications please contact the
Membership Secretary who will mark your
records accordingly.
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